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INTELLIGENT 
ROTATION IN SPACE 
TECHNOLOGY

The MONO Backrest System’s single back post 
offers limitless seating and positioning capabilities.
By mounting the backrest to a single central post, 
the backrest and chair widths may be selected 
independently to accommodate users with varying 
torso and hip widths.  

The Quickie IRIS  features up to 55° of Intelligent 
Rotation in Space Technology to achieve superior 
positioning and is designed to facilitate feeding and
respiratory function, reduce pressures and improve
visual alignment.

MONO BACKREST SYSTEMINTELLIGENT ROTATION

One of the best and lightest 
tilt-in-space wheelchairs on 
the market

IRIS
TILT IN SPACE
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Can be mounted vertically or horizontally depending 
on needs. Charging port is conveniently located on the 
toggle switch for easy access.

TOGGLE SWITCHATTENDANT CONTROL

Allows the carer to give control of the tilt function to 
the user. The battery gauge is displayed on the top of 
the control so you never have to guess when it’s time 
to charge. Ability to conveniently hang the attendant 
control anywhere on the chair.

HAVE MORE 
CONTROL OVER THE 
POSITION OF YOUR 
BODY IN SPACE

IRIS
WITH POWER TILT

Available in: 
IRIS
IRIS Heavy Duty
- improves comfort by 
assisting with sitting 
tolerance

 - provides more 
independence to 
participate in daily 
activities



YOU DRIVE  
OUR DESIGN
QUICKIE wheelchairs are designed for you and by you.  
In development, we consider how you interact with your 
wheelchair to maintain maximum efficiency, performance,  
fit, and style. 

BUILT-4-ME  
PERSONALISED
Our Built-4-Me Team is dedicated to creating product  
user-matched beyond what is listed on our product order 
forms. Experts in the engineering and manufacturing of  
configured rehab products will listen to your specific 
requests and build a chair as individual as your 
fingerprint!

LEADING  
TECHNOLOGY
We are continually developing new products,  
improving our flagship products, and offering new  
options and solutions to enhance your lifestyle.

QUALITY AND  
DURABILITY
QUICKIE wheelchairs undergo rigorous testing that  
surpasses industry standards, so you can be confident  
that your product will hold up and perform throughout  
its lifetime.

ADJUSTABILITY AND 
VERSATILITY
Once you choose a QUICKIE, our goal is that it continues 
to be the right chair for you. We offer maximum 
adjustability in our designs, interchangeable parts, and 
the True Fit Growth Program* to help accommodate 
changes in your condition, environment or lifestyle.
*Available on select QUICKIE wheelchairs
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TILT IN SPACE 
SPECIFICATIONS

IRIS SR45
14 - 22“ 16 x 16“

14 - 22“ 18 x 18“

12.5 - 19“ 20 x 18“

12.5 - 19“ 17“

ZŽƚĂƟŽŶ�/Ŷ�^ƉĂĐĞ ZŽƚĂƟŽŶ�/Ŷ�^ƉĂĐĞ

15 - 24“ 21“

-5° to +30° -5° to +30°

ϲϬΣͬ�ϳϬΣͬ�ϴϬΣͬ�ϵϬΣͬ��ůĞǀĂƟŶŐ 70°

N/A N/A

0° 0°

136 kg  / HD 181 kg 120 kg

17.6 kg 17.6 kg

Yes Yes

25 colours Black

>ŝŵŝƚĞĚ�>ŝĨĞƟŵĞ >ŝŵŝƚĞĚ�>ŝĨĞƟŵĞ

100167 100167

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

FRONT SEAT HEIGHT

REAR SEAT HEIGHT

FRAME STYLE

BACK HEIGHT

BACKREST ANGLE

FRAME / HANGER ANGLE

INSET

CAMBER

MAX. USER WEIGHT

PRODUCT WEIGHT

TRANSIT APPROVED

FRAME COLOUR

WARRANTY

ARTG


